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DBI TECHNOLOGIES INC. RELEASES STAFF-SCHEDULER 2.5 
  Employee and staff scheduling made easier than pen and paper 
 
 
 
 
Winnipeg/Manitoba, May 20  -  DBI Technologies Inc., the leader in scheduling software, announces 
the release of DBI Staff Scheduler ver 2.5. Speaking to the demand of human resource 
professionals and department managers, DBI Staff Scheduler now includes real time labour costing 
(cost versus revenue), staff availability filtering, and support for publishing schedules to the web or 
by email.  
 
Continuing the DBI Staff Scheduler standard, the new features found in version 2.5 maintain the 
principle of "Easier than pen and paper". DBI understands that for scheduling software to be 
effective it must work the way human resource professionals and managers have been scheduling 
their employees long before the advent of computer-based scheduling. In fact, DBI has made it 
even easier than pen and paper with DBI Staff Scheduler's unique mouse enabled drag-and-drop 
scheduling facility and powerful "Copy Schedule" feature. 
 
Managers can now be scheduling experts in a matter of minutes - select from the list of staff or 
positions, drag to the appropriate list or time slot, and you're done. Built-in conflict checking reports 
on holiday or time off requests, currently scheduled status, days off, and optionally staff 
availability.  Need to make a change - you can leave the eraser and white-out in the drawer - a 
simple click of the mouse, a drag and a drop and the changes are made, saved and ready for 
reporting and publishing of the weekly or monthly schedules to the bulletin board, the company 
website or by email. 
 
DBI has made scheduling virtually headache free and with the low price of DBI Staff Scheduler ver 
2.5 ($349.00 US per computer) it's a simple decision to make this purchase. 
 
DBI Technologies Inc. has been building scheduling solutions for individuals and corporate 
customers since 1996. Additional information about DBI Staff Scheduler ver 2.5 can be found at:  
www.staff-scheduler.com. 
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